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Leaded, Stained, Painted Glass 
 

                               
 

Standard Features 

 Lead came lights  (came size 0.25) 

 Cathedral glass  (see www.spectrumglass.com/Stocklist.html for all glass types) 

 Standard Geometric light/pane patterns 

 50% silver / 50% lead soldered – rebar supports as required  

 Zinc frame (0.375-0.75”) 

 Extensive crating for safe shipment (crating and shipping are extra charges w/o customer 

pickup) 

Options 

 Wider came (0.375” – 0.5”) or custom came profile 

 Weather-proofing (putty) on one side or two sides 

 Patina Aging for frame and lead came (bronze or black) 

 External/Outside frame preparation – zinc tabs with pre-drilled screw holes 

 Non-standard glass (including restoration and antique types) and bevels 

 Edge panes (rectangular panes around perimeter of panel, see “Crest with Diamond” example 

below) 

 Painted sections – professional lacquer glass paint used 

 Wooden sash framing (paint-grade or stain-grade wood specie)  

Standard Geometric Patterns  

 
Diamond           Rectangle           

 

    
 

 

http://www.spectrumglass.com/Stocklist.html
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Non-Standard Examples: 
   
Vermeer                Crest with Diamond    Double House    Gothic Top        SemiCircle     SemiCircle      Foiled top            

                                                                                                Rebar 
 

               
 
Boxed                           Boxed Complex                  Your Pattern ???                  

 

         
 

Pricing 

Standard geometric patterns (listed above) and non-complex other designs (suggested by designer/client) 

are normally $75 per square foot of panel surface.   Standard option pricing is as follows:  patina aging is 

included, wider came is $6 per square foot, weather-proofing is included, edge panes are $10 per linear foot 

of panel perimeter.   External application zinc tabs are $40 extra. 

 

Design only is possible (for 3
rd

 party fabrication), and are drawn in CAD (to-scale).   Typical design fees 

range between $25 – 50/hr. 

 

Non-standard patterns are $95 per square foot for geometric shapes and $145 per square foot for custom 

designs. 

 

If painted sections are imbedded into the geometric pattern, the painted section will be priced separately 

(per client’s design), however, the painted area is still included in the overall square footage used to 

calculate the geometric “surround” price.  This is due to the added complexity of embedding the painted 

section into the geometric pattern. 

Application 

Leaded Glass panels can be inserted within existing doors, windows (even double-hung), wall partitions, or 

can be used as the external glass/glazing.   With double-hung windows, it is sometimes necessary to create 

a rabbit for the panel to slip into.   Very exact measurements are required for accurate panel fit.  The 

measurement should be provided exactly where the existing glass pane meets the wooden [window] frame.  

Panel weight can be a factor for historical window and door applications. 

Lead Time 

Lead time can vary due to potential order backlogs.    Please inquire via phone or the email.   Standard 

panels can be produced normally within 2-3 weeks with no order backlog. 
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Shipping 

Via FedEx Home Delivery (to residential areas)  - up to 70 pounds and measurements of length + girth 

cannot exceed 150” – or -  FedEx Ground (business address) - up to 130 pounds and measurements of 

length + girth cannot exceed 165” .    Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping 

cost is by final weight (which can vary depending on glass pane type and thickness, and panel size).  

Shipping price will be that of the actual shipping cost (including insurance) with crating charges typically 

costing $25 - $75. 

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy. 
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Manor Doors 

       
 Stuart Plank                 Tudor Panel  Half-Light                                Stuart Double with Sidelight 

 

                                 
            Tudor Panel Double with Half-light                                               Tudor Panel with raised stops 

Standard Features 

 Solid ,Mahogany, White Oak, Walnut, and other fine hardwoods (no veneer) 36” x 80”, 1.75” 

thick door (slab) 

 Mortise and tenon traditional joinery 

 Plank doors are beveled at plank joint 

 Plank and Panel Designs from historical references (US Tudor Revival, European castles and 

manors) 

 Panel doors with raised edge moulding, deep recess with raised panel or flat (your choice) and 

glass replacement of wooden panels at your choice 

 Gothic arched, radius (half circle), and square top possible on all designs (all arched top doors 

are an upgrade from square top) 

Options 

 Extra think (2”, 2.25” or more) or custom height or width 

 Tudor door frame/jamb (paint-grade or stain-grade with same wood specie as door) that includes 

jamb, threshold (oak adjustable riser, bronze aluminum sill), standard  hinge square butt 

hardware , weather stripping (QLON 5/8" bronze kerf-type), and vinyl door sweep 
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 Other mortised hardware ( lockset) can be mortised/prepped (see hardware section in this 

document).   

 Nails or studs possible  

 Surface finishing– includes oil staining and  varnish topcoats 

 Custom designs possible (submit the design for a custom quote) 

 Windows added to panel or plank style doors where leaded glass and double insulated glass is 

possible (separately or together) 

 Matching cast stone surrounds available that were engineered to fit Tudor doors 

 

Standard Designs  

 
 Classic Plank                                  Jacobean Panel                           Tudor Panel                                Charles Panel       

  

                            
 
 

 

 Henry VIII Panel                     Stuart Plank                               Stuart Plank, Tudor Sidelight           Tudor Panel, half-lighted, sidelight 
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Pricing 

Standard door designs (listed above) are priced as follows (3’0” width, 6’8” height, 1.75” thickness):   

 

Design Mahogany 

($) * 

Oak ($) * 

Tudor Panel                                 1890 2290 
Classic Plank                                     2090 2590 
Stuart Plank  2290 2790 
Jacobean Panel                            3490 3990 
Charles Panel         3590 4190 
Henry VIII Panel                           3890 4390 
Stuart Plank, 

Tudor Sidelight 
 4390 4890 

Tudor Panel, half-

lighted, sidelight 
 3990 4490 

                       * not including jamb or other options or shipping cost 

 

Options include:  Plank door window additions with normal size speak-easy double-insulated glass, or 

leaded/stained glass is $250 with both possible (plus $100).  Refer to the hardware section for hardware 

pricing.   Frames/jambs - $900 for paint-grade and $1200 stain-grade (same wood specie as door), pre-hung 

(hardware prep,  mortising and installation of hinges) is $250 (left or right hand operation must be 

specified), Extra thickness (2.25”) is $400, strap hinge and door stud hardware installation is $0 (if 

hardware purchased from us), Staining and poly finishing is $450 (refer to stain chart in the next section for 

stain colors), lockset handling is $100,  special mortise box mortising is $250, and custom height and/or 

width is $300 in either direction.   Refer to cast stone section for door surround pricing.  Custom door 

priced per design.   

Application 

Doors are sold as blanks and we will prep/install some hardware.  We will mount strap hinges or other 

decorative hardware – hardware provided by the client or by us.   Hardware can also be shipped loose and 

can also be performed by client’s installer.    We require all 6 sides of the door sealed thoroughly to retain 

warrantee.   Extreme alterations in the door width or height (+96” for exsmple) will also invalidate 

warrantee.   Very exact measurements are required (within 0.125” tolerance) for accurate door fit.  The 

measurement should be provided exactly – within existing or proposed jamb.  Door weight can be a factor 

for historical door jambs – jambs may need to be replaced.  Extreme door exposure to direct sun and 

moisture can also invalidate the warrantee if finishes are not properly applied and maintained.  It is always 

best to protect doors with a portico or overhang. 

Lead Time 

Lead time can vary due to potential order backlogs.    Please inquire via phone or the website.   Standard 

doors can be produced normally within 4-6 weeks when no extreme order backlog exists. 

Shipping 

Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping cost is by final weight (which can 

vary depending on complete door design).  Shipping price will be that of the actual FedEx shipping cost 

(plus insurance) with $200 crating charge typical. 

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy. 
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Stains 

The following stains are oil-based and can be applied to any of our wood products - mostly are applicable 

to doors. 

 

 
Red                                         Cherry                                     Natural                                   Jacobean 

                 
 
  

Oak                                   Walnut                                Driftwood                           Light Pine                            

                
 
 

Early American                    Ebony                                Chestnut                             Special Walnut 

                
 
 

Fruitwood                           Pecan                                 Mahogany                           Provincial 

                  
 
 

Medium Pine                       Red Oak                             Maple 
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Heraldry Carvings and Glassworks 
 

 

           
 

                      
 

        
 

      

 

                                                                                 

Standard Features 
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 Custom coat of arms executed in Stone, wood, or stained glass – creating a true family heirloom 

- unique in the world – to client’s specifications by world class artisans 

 Stone and wood carving executed by hand by a nationally recognized professional artisan  

 Authentic materials used – limestone, marble, walnut, oak, cathedral glass 

 Glass coat of arms can be integrated into a larger panel (see example above) or can be made 

standalone to be used as a sun-catcher against an existing window. 

Pricing 

Pricing is per design for these custom artworks.   The above top examples could be made again (or 

something very similar) – pricing depends of total size and complexity.   Sample pricing: 

            

Design Examples From Above $ Cost * 

Coat of arms with horses (shown above) in Indiana Limestone 20” x 20” 3400 

Coat of arms (large, shown above) in Painted and Leaded Glass 26” x 66” 3600 

Coat of arms (standard, shown above with lions) in stone 2000 

Coat of arms (custom, per your design) in stone 3500 

Coat of arms (custom, per your design) in wood 3000 

 not including shipping cost 

 

Application 

Stone carvings must be specified with precise dimensions of relief and size.   Glass works must have exact 

dimensions to fit the desired window or door application.    The design will be discussed via CAD drawings 

– with all aspects of the design (color, depth, subject, scale, writing style, etc) agreed to before work 

begins.    We will perform some degree of research work to discover the coat of arms of an ancestor, or 

help with a new coat of arms design, otherwise. Custom coat of arms design (design only with 3
rd

 party 

fabricator) is possible with cost ranging $200-600. 

Lead Time 

Lead time can vary due to potential order backlogs.    Please inquire via phone or email.   Because these are 

unique works of art, the lead time can vary greatly by design and cannot always be well predicted.   We 

will provide our best swag as to a completion date and work to meet that date.  The client must remain 

available to answer design questions if design issues arise. 

Shipping 

Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping cost is by final weight (which can 

vary depending on complete door design).  Shipping price will be that of the actual FedEx Freight shipping 

cost (plus insurance) with crating charge. 

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy.   In general, however, these are quite unique to the 

client’s ancestry and personal preferences and returns will be allowed only to alter the existing piece’s 

design (if possible).   If we made a mistake or failed to capture the agreed to design, then a return will be 

accepted per the general return policy. 
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Tudor Entrances and Door Surrounds 
 

 

                   
             Sherwood (config C)                                             Sherwood with Side Blocking and label moulding 

          
                   Braun II (config B)                             Sherwood with Coat of Arms                 King & Tudor Panel  Door 

Standard Features 

 Classic Tudor, old-world designs that compliment other products available: 

o Door surrounds that fit with Manor style doors 

o Many standard configurations that are customizable to your size requirements 

 Designs drawn in CAD and approved by you and/or your architect and/or your builder  

 Limestone (density at 170+  lbs / cubic foot) 
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 Multiple limestone types with various tones 

 Hundreds of associated standard parts available to integrate to entrance – call for catalog 

reference 

 

Standard Designs  

 

            
                     Braun (config A)                                                Braun II (config B) 

 

 

 

 
                               Sherwood (config C)                    Sherwood (config C) with blocking and label options 
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            Henry VII (config D)                                    Custom Gothic Radius Arch with Column Outer Surround 

 

            
King (config D)                                                                                        Dorset (Config G)                    

Pricing 
 

Doorway 

Configuration 

Doorway Max Size  

* 

Doorway Min Size  Coping Size  Price  

A   (Braun) Any (h) x 46” (w) 30” (h) x 20” (w) 7” (w) x 9” (d) $2279 

B   (Braun II) 

(composite) 

Any (h) x 46” (w) 30” (h) x 32” (w) 11 1/2” (w) x 11 

3/8” (d) 

$3000 

C   (Sherwood) Any (h) x 59” (w) 30” (h) x 32” (w) 10 1/4” (w) x 10 

5/8” (d) 

$4200 

D   (Henry VII) Any (h) x 59” (w) 30” (h) x 32” (w) 10 1/4” (w) x 10 $3200 
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5/8” (d) 

E   (King) Portico Any (h) x 48” (w) 30” (h) x 32” (w) 7 1/4” (w) x 7 5/8” 

(d) 

$8200 

F  (King II) 

Doorway/hallway 

surrounds only 

Any (h) x 48” (w) 30” (h) x 32” (w) 7 1/4” (w) x 7 5/8” 

(d) 

$3800 

G  (Dorset) 

Doorway 

Any (h) x 60” (w) 42” (h) x 36” (w) 10 1/2” (w) x 8” 

(d) 

$2400 

All Fireplaces Any fireplace can be 

configured to be used as 

a doorway 

See fireplaces See fireplaces See 

fireplaces 

                                                                                    *  height (H) at apex of arch 

 
Descriptions: 

 Braun:  Elegant late Tudor ribbed arch (2-center) with 7” radius at the shoulder turns and a strait rise to the 

pointed apex.  The plinth is a strait-topped piece that angles back at 45 degrees. 

 Braun II:  An additional 4 ½” separate ribbed coping that extends the Braun coping 

 Sherwood:   Large ribbed moulding that has an integrated spandrel of carved gothic quatrefoil design.  This 

piece works very well with label mould and side blocking.  The arch is 2-center and a strait rise to the pointed 

apex.   The plinth is a chevron topped piece that is square to the door plane. 

 Henry:  The Sherwood coping without spandrels.   However, the arch is a complex 4-centered arch – classic 

Early Tudor.  The arch has a less-pointed apex. 

 Dorset:  Heavy and wide coping (without spandrels).   The arch is a 2-centered arch – classic Tudor Revival.  

The arch has a radius at the shoulder turns, and a strait rise to the pointed apex. 

 

 

Options  
 

Option Max (X) Size Min (Y) Size Price 

Side Blocking As required As required $500 

Label Moulding Cap As required As required $300 
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Tudor Fireplaces 
 

               
    Tudor Fireplace (config C) “English Oak Leaves”                          Tudor Fireplace (config C)  “Gothic Quatrefoil” 

 

                 
        Tudor Fireplace (config A)   “Tudor Rose”                                                 “English Oak Leaves” Detail                         

 

               
   Tudor Fireplace (config D) “Tudor Rose”                                             Tudor Fireplace (config B) with Paneling                  
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Fireplace Standard Configurations   

 
                     Config A                                                   Config B                                                  Config C 

                                        
         Config D                                                                                                   Config E 

                   
                    Config C with Overmantle                                                            Config F (Oxford) with Standard Mantle                                              
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                Config G (Camden) with Overmantle                                     Config H (Henry VII)  

                          Note:  shown with slips                                                             

 
                   Config I (Canopy) without Overmantle                                   

Pricing 

Fireplace Configuration Firebox Max Size (without 

slips) * 

Firebox Min Size (without 

slips) ** 

Price *** 

A   (inner surround only) Any (H) x 52.5” (W) 30” (H) x 42” (W) $2279 

B   (inner, outer, no mantle) Any (H) x 52.5” (W) 30” (H) x 42” (W) $3000 

C   (Full) Any (H) x 52.5” (W) 30” (H) x 42” (W) $3600 

D   (columns) Any (H) x 52.5” (W) 30” (H) x 42” (W) $3800 

E   (columns, large) Any (H) x 59” (W) 30” (H) x 48” (W) $5600 

F   (Oxford, small) Any (H) x 36” (W) 30” (H) x 36” (W) $3300 

G   (Camden) Any (H) x 45 1/4” (W) 30” (H) x 36” (W) $3600 

H   (Henry VII) Any (H) x 42” (W) 30” (H) x 42” (W) $3200 

I   (Canopy) 60” x 72” (W) 60” (H) x 72” (W) $6400 

   * height (H) at apex of arch 

 ** without using firebox covers/slips;  Slips provide for any     

      firebox opening  

             *** includes selection of spandrel carving:    Tudor Rose, English  

Oak Leaves, Gothic Quatrefoil, Tudor Shield and Vines, or plain (no 

carving)       

Options  
 

Fireplace Configuration Max (X) Size Min (Y) Size Price 

Standard Over-mantle As required As required $2100 

Hearth  

(normally 3 pieces, 2” 

As required As required $300   

(* 3.5” thick hearth available for $400) 
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thickness), .25”, .5”, .75” 

chamfers available 

(* 4.75” thick hearth available for 

$475) 

Firebox Slips (normally 3 

pieces, 1.25” thickness) 

As required As required $200  

Firebox Arched Insert 

(normally 6 pieces, 4” 

thickness) 

As required As required $250 if standard thickness/size 

Spandrel Carving 

Selection:      

 Tudor Rose, English  

Oak Leaves, Gothic 

Quatrefoil, Tudor Shield 

and Vines, chevrons 

(Oxford only), or plain (no 

carving) 

As required As required NC 

 

 

Application 
Attachment brackets are not provided.   It is normal (and best) for the architect and/or builder to approve 

the provided detailed design view of the elevation(s), side view, and top view of the affected area.  All 

designs are shipped in components where no single piece is longer than 48” (per cast stone standards).  The 

fireplace and door surround can be modified on-site to fit (smaller only) for both height and width.  Some 

slight alterations may be required at the job-site.   

 

 

Lead Time 

Lead time can vary due to potential order backlogs.    Please inquire via phone or the website.   Standard 

lead times run 6-8 weeks for standard parts and longer for custom parts.   

Shipping 

Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping cost is by final weight (which can 

vary depending on size required.  Shipping price will be that of the actual shipping cost (plus insurance) 

with no prep or crating charge.   

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy.   No returns on custom cast stone are permitted. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stone Mullions 
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       Half Mullion 4-light System                                Gordon (Asymmetrical) Example - 14 sizes avail. 

 

 

                                                              
Gothic Window with Gordon Profile, Recessed Spandrels              Tudor 4-center, 5-Light Recessed Mullion Surround 

 

 

 

                                
Tudor 4-center, 3-Light Recessed Mullion Surround                    Tudor 4-center, 1-Light Recessed Mullion Surround 

                         With label Mouldings 

 

 

Standard Features 
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 4 Basic Profiles plus most any custom profile 

 Classic recessed systems possible  

 Full (transcends to interior) or half (brick depth) mullions possible 

 All systems are customizable as to number of lights and height of each light 

 Custom widths are possible 

 Label moulding (aka: drip mould)  is available for all 

 Bay window systems also available (one system with stone roof) 

 

 

Pricing 

Pricing is by size, number of lights, type (full, half, recessed) and options (label moulding). Please 
call for pricing.   Custom window aperture widths can be produced. 
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Tudor Standard Architecture Elements 
 

 
 

      Stone Mullions                                                                              Label (Drip) Mould       

 

                      
 

 
     Tudor Parapet or Screen Railing                                                         

 

 

Pricing 
Standard designs (listed above) are priced as follows: 

           * not including shipping cost 

Standard Designs (From Above) $ Cost * 

Stone Mullions (as shown) 2010 

Label Mould  Stait (per foot)     55  

Label Mould  Corner (per each)     95  

Tudor Parapet Railing section (as shown)                                                            1330 

 

Application 
Attachment brackets are not provided.   It is normal (and best) for the architect to provide a detailed view of 

the elevation(s), side view, and top view of the affected area.  All designs are shipped in components where 
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no single piece is longer than 48” (per cast stone standards.    Mullions are tailorable at the job-site (height 

only).    Mullion configurations (number of lights) can vary as the pieces are stackable 

Lead Time 

Lead time can vary due to potential order backlogs.    Please inquire via phone or the website.   Standard 

lead times run 6-8 weeks for standard parts and longer for custom parts.   

Shipping 

Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping cost is by final weight (which can 

vary depending on size required.  Shipping price will be that of the actual shipping cost (plus insurance) 

with no prep or crating charge.   

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy.   No returns on custom cast stone are permitted. 
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Tudor Paneling 
 

 

Standard Features 

 Designs inspired by historical Tudor architecture 

 Custom paneling detailed to your specifications:   

o Wood specie wood selection 

o Edging can be applied moldings to plywood rail/stiles  

- or router-made from solid rail/stiles 

o Panel moulding selection  

o Panel cap type selection 

o Lower and Upper panel carvings available (like linenfold) 

 Shipped pre-fabricated in sections for easy, quick installation 

 Design on CAD to scale for certain fit 

 

 
 

Pricing 
Standard design (shown above) with applied moldings is priced as follows: 

           * not including finishing or shipping cost 

Standard Tudor Design (From Above) $ Cost * 

Cherry, Red Oak, and White Oak     $39 

Mahogany      $35 

Paint Grade     $29 
* per square foot 
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Copper Gutter Elements 
 
Wagner                                               Shield                                            Cubic 

           
 
#9                                                       #11                                                 Octagonal 

                    
 

Standard Features 

 Classic Tudor and old-world designs  

 Two copper thicknesses offered (16 and 32 once) 

 Small and large versions available on most designs 

 Downspout outlet size and shape can be specified 

 Cast copper elements available that can be attached on most designs 

 Several downspout bracket designs available 

 We are a source for a full line of copper and bronze gutter systems.  Please inquire about this 

additional literature. 
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Standard Leaderhead Designs 
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Cast Emblems 

 
Cross                                     Fleur De Lis                      Mission Shield                       Rose 

 

            
 
Left and Right Hare   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Cast Downspout brackets 

 
Scroll                                         Olde English                              Fleur De Lis 

 

           
 
Clover                                        Banner                                        Classic 
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Pricing 
Standard designs (listed above) are priced as follows: 

                                   * not including shipping cost 

Standard Leaderhead Designs   

(screen and top is available for $20 extra) 
($)16 oz 

Copper * 

($) 32 oz 

Copper * 

Wagner  325 850 

Shield  310 600 

Cubic  400 750 

#9 300 Contact us 

#11 350 Contact us 

Octagonal  485 Contact us 

Leaderhead Drawing Designs 1-25 Contact us  Contact us 

 

Standard Emblem Designs  ($) Cast 

Copper * 

Cross Cast Emblem 30  

Fleur De Lis Cast Emblem 30  

Mission Shield Cast Emblem 30  

Rose Cast Emblem 30  

Left/Right Hare Cast Emblem 35  

 

 

Standard Bracket Designs (5-6 pounds) 

(most available in 3” and 4” – add $10 for 4”)  
($) Cast 

Bronze 3”  

* 
Scroll 80 
Olde English 80 
Fleur De Lis 85 
Clover  (4” only) 85 
Banner 80 
Classic 95 

 

Application 

Attachment hardware will be provided for all designs – surface should be specified for correct hardware.   

The cast emblems are orderable separately, but if you want them attached to a leaderhead, we can do that 

for you.   Leaderhead downspout outlet can be made to attach to almost any size and shape downspout.    

The thicker copper for the leaderheads is recommended for cold climates. 

Lead Time 

Lead times for the 16 once copper leaderheads is 2-4 weeks (1-2 weeks longer for 32 once).  For the cast 

brackets and emblems, 3-4 week lead times are normal. 

Shipping 

Via USPS (up to 70 pounds) or FedEx Ground.    Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the 

actual shipping cost is by final weight (which can vary depending on quantity).  Shipping price will be that 

of the actual shipping cost (plus insurance) with no prep or crating charge.   

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy.    
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Tudor and Gothic Lighting 
 

  
        901                                                     AP-511                                             26 

 
                     Type C-128 

Standard Features 

 Classic Tudor and Gothic old-world designs 

 Full catalog of 85 different designs available on request 

 Available in easy care aluminum with brass, iron and bronze available 
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 Finishes include satin black, dark green, white, bronze, Verdi green, antique gold, antique 

bronze, Swedish iron 

 Both Exterior and interior available on most designs 

 Postlight, hanging lantern, and wall-mount available on most designs 

 Electric and gas fuel options available on most designs 

 Custom fabrication possible  

 

Pricing 
Standard design pricing is available upon request with design item number selection list.    Options selected 

such as material, finish, fuel type, etc. affect pricing and must be specified. 
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Window and Door Hardware 
 

 

Standard Features 

 Classic Tudor and old-world designs that compliment other products available: 

o Strap hinges work ideally with our manor doors and are almost a must-

have for authentic Tudor architecture 

o Window stays and catches are perfect for the authentic look of period 

interior design. 

 Hardware is authentic wrought iron and will last a lifetime 

 Several finishes and colors patinas available from very smooth to purposely 

rusted 

 

 

Standard Door Hardware Designs 

 

Iron Strap A100 - 14" (also avail. in 20”)       Iron Strap A200 - 18" (also avail. In 6”,12”,24”) 

               
 
 
Iron Strap A300 - 19"                                     Iron Strap A400 - 24"   (Wide)                         

        
Iron Strap A500 -  24”                                  Iron Strap A600 - 22"                            
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Iron Strap A700 - 16"                                    Iron Strap A800 - 18” (also avail in 6”, 12”, 24”) 

             
 
 
Iron Strap A900 - 14"                                    Iron Strap B100 - 18”  (also avail in 21”) 
 
 

               

 

Iron Strap B200 - 14"  (also avail in 12”, 20”)      Iron Strap B300 - 18” (also avail in 6”, 12”, 24”) 

              

 

 
Iron Strap B400 - 18” (also avail in 6”, 12”, 24”)       Iron Letter Slot    
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Standard Window Hardware Designs 

   
Iron Stay 10"                                               Iron Latch Set 12"                            

 

        
 
Iron Slide Latch 5"                                       Iron Sash Lock 3"                            

                  
 
 
Iron Slide Latch 9"                                       Brown Iron Catch 10"                            
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Spring Iron Sash Lock 2"                                    Iron Rat-tail Latch 5"                            

               
 

 
Iron Bolt catch 12"                                              Iron Latch 5"                            

                    
 

 

 

 
Iron catch 12"                                                     Iron catch 16"                            

                  
 
Brown Iron latch 4"                                           Rusty Iron bolt 9"                            
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Pricing 

Standard designs (listed above) are priced as follows: 

 

 

 

Standard Door Hardware Designs  ($)  * 

Iron Strap A100 - 14" 59  

Iron Strap A100 - 20" 69 

Iron Strap A200 - 12" 43 

Iron Strap A200 - 16" 54 

Iron Strap A200 - 18" 65 

Iron Strap A200 - 6" 25 

Iron Strap A400 - 24" 99 

Iron Strap A400 - 28" 120 

Iron Strap A500 - 24" 69 

Iron Strap A500 - 28" 79 

Iron Strap A600 - 19" 59 

Iron Strap A600 - 22" 69 

Iron Strap A700 - 16" 21 

Iron Strap A800 - 12" 19 

Iron Strap A800 - 18" 26 

Iron Strap A800 - 24" 33 

Iron Strap B300 - 12" 19 

Iron Strap B300 - 18" 32 

Iron Strap B300 - 24" 39 

Iron Strap B400 - 12" 18 

Iron Strap B400 - 18" 30 

Iron Strap B400 - 24" 37 

 

Application 

Attachment hardware will be provided for all designs.    

Lead Time 

Lead time for hardware is 2-3 weeks for some designs. For the hardware that is made to order from 

England, it may take 4-12 weeks.    

Shipping 

Via FedEx ground.    Initial shipping price quoted is only an estimate as the actual shipping cost is by final 

weight (which can vary depending on quantity).  Shipping price will be that of the actual shipping cost 

(plus insurance) with no prep or crating charge.   

Returns 

Refer to the warrantee section for general return policy.    
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Our Company  
 

We are a group of artisans based in Atlanta, Georgia that specializes in Tudor architectural 

elements and design. Although a small team presently, we are growing every year. Our talented 

federation of highly skilled artisans is comprised of 27 individuals working at the peak of their 

career.  Our management is comprised of:  

 

 Russell Gowan – Engineering 

 Debbie Rouleau – Production 

 David Hiers – Operations and Design 

 

 

Our Mission 

 

Our goal is to craft authentic reproductions that can be used with new construction or 

period renovations. We focus on both interior and exterior elements that tend to define 

and distinguish Tudor style. 

If you are building or renovating a Tudor style home, contact us and we can help you. 

If the element you are looking for is not found on these pages, then we may know who 

could help you further. 

 

 

Our Passion 

 

A quote from our founder's evolving book about Tudor architecture: 

"...but what was it that drew me to this seemingly antiquated design pattern? What made 

the style so unique and interesting? It was years later before I was fully able to 

completely understand the answer to these questions - as my full appreciation for this 

style grew slowly – maturing as I did. It grew as my knowledge about building materials 

and construction methodologies grew. It grew as my knowledge of history and legacy 

grew. Finally, my love of brick and stone – of heavy beams and massive chimneys – of 

steep slated roofs and planked doors – of craftsmanship and engineering - was fully 

realized in this wonderful thing we all know as TUDOR!" 

 

Phone:  404-474-3282 

On the web:  www.tudorartisans.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tudorartisans.com/
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Design and Consultation Services 
 
We provide consultation services that can include an on-site visit to your project. Our skilled team can 

certainly help you obtain the authentic Tudor results you seek. Initial phone consultations are free as are 

most initial onsite consultations in the Atlanta area. Otherwise, we charge $65 per hour (including travel 

time) - not to exceed $300 per day. This fee is recoverable up to 10% of your total payment for products 

and (other) services. Extreme travel expenses may also be charged depending on the project.  

                             

Interior Design Example (Entrance Hall with Hammer beams and Paneling                     Custom Door Design 
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Product Warrantees 
 
We warrantee our products for 1 year against manufacturing defects. Shipping breakage does occur at 

times, and this must be reported immediately upon receipt of the products. You should inspect the product 

upon receipt and notify the shipper and Tudor Artisans within 24 hours of receipt. Otherwise, we cannot be 

held responsible for onsite damage or theft. Our goal is to have 100% satisfaction. If you are displeased 

with the products you receive then we will work with you as much as possible to ensure your satisfaction. 

We take great pride in our work, but at times can make mistakes due to mis-communication or 

misunderstanding. This will hopefully be minimized by email verifications that should be reviewed for 

correctness. If it is discovered that incorrect information was received by Tudor Artisans for a product 

order, then it will be up to the discretion of Tudor Artisans if some modification can be attempted or a 

return accepted. If a return is accepted in this case, then the buyer will minimally pay for crating and 

shipping back to Atlanta, Georgia. This is especially true for custom products that are made to order. 

Standard products can be returned (if not damaged in any way) at the expense of the buyer for proper 

crating and shipping. If the product is deemed re-sellable, then the remaining payment will be refunded via 

Paypal (or other acceptable mechanism). It will remain the discretion of Tudor Artisans if returned product 

will be replaced or remaining payment refunded. 

 

 

Payment Policy 
 

Deposit 

 
Typical custom products require a 50% deposit (of the initial invoice total) to start the order.   The order 

starts with initial design or the shop drawing stage.    This deposit can be made via check (made out to 

Tudor Artisans Inc), or by most major credit cards.    For very large projects, it is possible to start an order 

via a 25% deposit that will allow the shop drawings to be initiated.  In such a case, the remaining deposit 

amount of 25% will be required upon drawing approval – and before fabrication will begin.   In either case, 

the deposit is non-refundable. 

 

If the order requires additions during the design process, it is possible to change the order accordingly.  If 

items are wanted to be removed during the design stage, only items not yet started to be drawn can be 

removed.   If any invoice item’s actual fabrication has already begun, then removal will not be possible.  

 

 

Final Payment 

 
All invoices must be 100% paid before shipment may occur.     This includes all invoice items such as 

shipping.    Shipping charges are estimated in invoices, and actual freight charges will be ultimately 

charged.   In the case of check final payment, the check must be received and cleared before shipment.     If 

an invoice will be shipped in stages, only the material shipped plus shipping charges must be totally paid 

before shipment. 




